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The development of PCR, which enables extremely small amounts of
DNA to be amplified, led to the rapid development of a multiplicity of ana-
lytical procedures that permit use of this new resource for the analysis of
genetic variation and for the detection of disease-causing mutations. The
advent of capillary electrophoresis (CE), with its power to separate and ana-
lyze very small amounts of DNA, has also stimulated researchers to develop
analytical procedures for the CE format. The advantages of CE in terms of
speed and reproducibility of analyses are manifold. Furthermore, the high sen-
sitivity of detection, and the ability to increase sample throughput with paral-
lel analysis, has led to the creation of a full range of analysis of DNA molecules,
from modified DNA adducts and single-strand oligonucleotides through
PCR-amplified DNA fragments and whole chromosomes. Capillary Electro-
phoresis of Nucleic Acids focuses on analytical protocols that can be used for
detection and analysis of mutations and modification, from precise DNA loci
through entire genomes of organisms. Important practical considerations for
CE, such as the choice of separation media, electrophoresis conditions, and
the influence of buffer additives and dyes on DNA mobility, are discussed in
several key chapters and within particular applications. The use of CE for the
analysis of drug–DNA interactions and for examination of the metabolism of
therapeutic oligonucleotides and modified nucleosides illustrate the burgeon-
ing applications of CE to the analysis of a wide range of medical and molecu-
lar diagnostic problems. The study of interactions between nucleic acids and
diverse ligands by CE is also a new and rapidly developing area. Microana-
lytical devices, which include capillary electrophoretic separations, have re-
sulted from the fusion of semiconductor devices and microdiagnostic analysis.
Several seminal papers on the application of microchip-based capillary elec-
trophoresis for genotyping and DNA sequence determination signal the revo-
lution that is occurring in both capillary electrophoresis and laboratory analysis.

Capillary Electrophoresis of Nucleic Acids comprises two volumes
divided into twelve parts, each part containing chapters that address particular
general goals or experimental approaches. Broadly, Volume I addresses
instrumentation, signal detection, and the capillary environment, as well as
the integration of mass spectrometry and CE for the analysis of small oligo-
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nucleotides and modified nucleotides, whereas Volume II addresses techniques
for high-throughput analysis of DNA fragments of less than 1 kb, employing
SNP detection, mutation detection, DNA sequencing methods, and DNA-ligand
interactions.

Volume I
Volume I, Part I presents basic CE instrumentation and the theoretical

background to the separation of DNA by CE. The choice of different modes of
CE and detection systems, the characteristics of sieving matrices, sample prepa-
ration, and quantitation of measurement are emphasized. DNA sequencing by
CE is discussed. Methods for the manufacture of microchip devices are illus-
trated.

Volume I, Part II presents important factors, such as choice of capil-
lary coatings and separation media, which offer new possibilities for separa-
tions. The theoretical background for the selection and composition of sieving
polymers for optimal separation is illustrated.

Volume I, Part III presents choices of separation media and the CE
environment for size-based (fragment length) separations of DNAs. Emphasis
is given to new copolymer matrix materials and liquid agaroses.

Volume I, Part IV discusses the fast separations of large DNA mol-
ecules and chromosomes using pulsed-field capillary electrophoresis formats.
Methods of collection of separated CE fractions for the analysis of super-
coiled DNAs are also presented.

Volume I, Part V presents practical choices for the analysis of small
therapeutic oligonucleotides, nucleosides, ribonucleotides, and DNA metabo-
lism products by CE. Practical applications for the quality control of nucle-
otides and oligonucleotides are illustrated.

Volume I, Part VI presents choices for the sensitive CE analysis of
nucleotides and DNA metabolism products arising from environmental and
cellular damage through disease. Practical applications of mass spectrometry
and capillary zone electrophoresis for the detection of oncogenic change are
also presented.

Volume II
Volume II, Part  I presents practical considerations necessary for very

rapid and accurate separations of linear DNAs by CE using short capillaries.
Volume II, Part II presents details of the high sensitivity detection of

single nucleotide polymorphism in DNA fragments by CE. Particular empha-
sis is given to the use of denaturing gradient environments. Techniques include
SNuPE, heteroduplex analysis, ARMS analysis of DNA, and SSCP analysis.
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Volume II, Part III details various modes of genotyping by CE. Par-
ticular emphasis is given to the use of multiplex separations. The techniques
include parallel analysis of multiple simple repeat loci in human and CE analysis
of gene markers following degenerate oligonucleotide amplification from single
cells. Methods for the application of chemical cleavage of mismatched DNA
for mutation detection are illustrated.

Volume II, Part IV presents techniques for the quantitative estimation of
gene expression using CE. Both quantitative RT-PCR and differential display
analyses are highlighted.

Volume II, Part V presents practical choices of separation media and the
capillary electrophoresis environment for DNA sequencing by CE. Rapid
sequencing at elevated temperature and sequencing on micro- and array-CE
devices are discussed. Methods for sequencing with selective primers are also
illustrated.

Volume II, Part VI presents the analysis of DNA protein and DNA ligand
interactions using CE. Techniques discussed include mobility shift assays and
capillar affinity-gel electrophoresis.

Keith Mitchelson
 Jing Cheng
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DNA Separation Mechanisms During Electrophoresis

Gary W. Slater, Claude Desruisseaux, and Sylvain J. Hubert

1. Introduction
This chapter describes the separation mechanisms used for DNA electrophoresis.

The focus is on the concepts that may help the researcher understand the methodology,
read the theoretical literature, analyze experimental data, identify the relevant separa-
tion regimes, and/or design optimization strategies. But first, let’s look at some key
definitions. Since capillary electrophoresis (CE) is a “finish line” technique, the
mobility µ(M) and the velocity v(M) of a molecule of size M (in bases or base pairs) in
an electric field E are generally defined as:

µ(M) = [v(M)]/E = L/[t(M)E]

in which, L is the distance migrated during the elution time t(M). Clearly, this defi-
nition is valid only if v(M) is constant during the run. This requires time-independent
and uniform (i.e., along the capillary) conditions (e.g., field, temperature, and so on),
something that is rarely checked and is rather unlikely. This definition may thus lead,
in some cases, to dubious conclusions (1). Successful separation of molecular sizes
M1 and M2 requires the time spacing t1–t2 between these electrophoresis peaks to be
larger than their full (time) width at half-maximum (FWHM), w1,2. A useful measure
of the resolution is thus given by the separation factor S, which gives the smallest
resolvable size difference:

S = [(w1 + w2) × (M2 –M1)]/[2 × (t1 – t2)]

The FWHM is related to the processes of peak broadening, which can be both pro-
cess (e.g., diffusion), or instrument related (e.g., sample injection).

1.1. Cations, Capillary Walls, and DNA Molecules
The inner wall of a fused silica capillary is negatively charged when in contact with

standard buffers. The wall then attracts cations that form the so-called double-layer, a
thin layer of cations of thickness λD≅1–10 nm, termed the Debye length. In the
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presence of an electric field, the diffuse part of this layer moves and drags the liquid
toward the cathode: this is the electroosmotic flow (EOF) (2). It is often preferable to
suppress the EOF for DNA applications. For example, the EOF may not be constant
along the capillary, and the resulting axial flow gradient may affect the resolution of
analytes. More importantly however, one must take the EOF into account in order to
test theories, since the apparent mobility is then given by µ=µelectrophoretic+µEOF. The
µEOF contribution can in principle be measured directly, for example by using an
uncharged marker. Several buffer additives and capillary wall coating agents (cova-
lent or dynamic) have been proposed in order to eliminate the EOF.

But what happens to DNA during free solution electrophoresis? When E=0, the
collective hydrodynamic effects make the DNA coil acts like an impermeable sphere
(Fig. 1A) with a radius-of-gyration Rg~M1/2 and a friction coefficient ξ~Rg~M1/2.
However, much like the walls, the DNA is negatively charged and attracts a cloud of
counter-ions in its vicinity. When E≠0, the DNA and the cations move in opposite
directions. Moreover, the hydrodynamic interactions between the different parts of the
DNA molecule are then screened over distances larger than λD. This screening kills
the collective effects inside the DNA coil, and the friction coefficient now scales like
ξ~M. Since the mobility µ(M) = Q(M)/ξ(M), where Q~M is the charge of the DNA
molecule, the resulting mobility is independent of the DNA size M! This is the famous
(and electrophoretically unfavorable) free-draining property of DNA (Fig. 1B). Size-
dependent mobilities are sometimes observed when the ionic strength is too weak to
hinder hydrodynamic interactions (giving λD ~> Rg), but this is an extreme case of little
practical value. The current use of sieving matrices in CE is because of this micro-
scopic phenomenon.

1.2. Resolution, Diffusion, and Band Broadening
CE being an analytical tool, it is useful to define one or several performance param-

eters. We have already seen the separation factor S; in our opinion, this is the key
parameter. Clearly, small separation factors require large peak spacings and small peak
widths. Separation mechanisms that give mobilities µ(M) with a strong molecular size
dependence naturally maximize peak spacing. Peak widths, on the other hand, are
related to a number of nonideal physical effects. The latter effects include various
stochastic processes (such as diffusion, Joule effects, and wall-analyte interactions),
that are characterized by the observation that the final (spatial) peak width increases
like √t. The factors that lead to a fixed spatial peak width include factors such as the
injection sample width and the detector window size. We recommend ref. 2 for more
details about these effects.

However, here it is worth stressing two points that are usually underestimated: (1)
The diffusion coefficient of DNA in absence of a field is irrelevant since the separa-
tion mechanism often affects diffusion (3,4). (2) Axial gradients (field, temperature,
and so on) always reduce the resolution and may make the identification of the main
source of band broadening difficult. Although any optimization scheme must try to
estimate the relative contribution of the various peak broadening mechanisms, keep-
ing these two points in mind may help the user avoid reaching misleading conclusions.
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Unfortunately, S does not always allow one to distinguish between the factors lim-
iting the resolution. The plate height H=σ2/L is also useful, where σ2 is the (spatial)
variance of the peak and L is the distance the analyte migrated (2). Note that for a
Gaussian peak, one has the relationship σ=FWHM/[8ln2]1/2. Many key factors make
unique contributions to the value of H. For example, diffusion gives H~D/v, where D
is the diffusion coefficient and v the velocity, whereas injection and wall-analyte
interactions give H~1/L and H~v, respectively. A study of H as a function of v and L
may help the user identify some of the relevant peak broadening mechanisms.

Fig. 1. A random coil DNA molecule with a radius-of-gyration Rg is moving in a fluid.
(A) In the absence of an electric field, the hydrodynamic interactions between the different
parts of the polymer make the coil move like an impermeable sphere of size Rg. (B) During
electrophoresis, the counter-ions screen the hydrodynamic interactions and the flow penetrates
the random coil.
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1.3. Separating DNA Molecules Using EOF
Although EOF is often a nuisance during CE, one can actually exploit it for the

purpose of DNA separation. Such a surprising idea was recently demonstrated by Iki,
Kim, and Yeung (5). These authors did indeed separate DNA fragments by size, with-
out using any sieving medium or other buffer additive! The principle behind this novel
method is that small fragments can access the diffuse layer (at the fused silica-running
buffer interface) more readily than larger fragments because of their larger radial dif-
fusion coefficient and their smaller size. The excess of positive charge in this layer
increases the friction felt by the negatively charged DNA moving in the opposite
direction, thus lowering its electrophoretic mobility against the dominating EOF (Fig. 2A).

Fig. 2. A schematic view of the various DNA separation mechanisms: (A) the mechanism of
Iki et al. (5) in which smaller DNA fragments are slowed by the wall double-layer. (B) ELFSE
of DNA: The large empty sphere is a neutral label whose role is to slow down the smaller DNA
fragments. (C) Trapping electrophoresis in a gel: The large label is sterically trapped if the
DNA fragment chooses a too narrow path. (D) In Barron’s (13) ultra-dilute polymer solutions,
the DNA molecule drags along a few polymer molecules that it collides with and the latter then
act similar to the label in ELFSE mechanism. (E) Reptation in a gel: A large DNA molecule
must move head-first through the dense pore structure of the gel. (F) Reptation in a concen-
trated polymer solution: the situation is similar to that encountered in gels, except that the
sieving matrix is not quenched. (G) Ogston regime: The small random coil DNA molecules
migrate through the very porous gel structure as hard spheres would do (if their radius-of-
gyration Rg is close to the mean pore size â of the gel, entropic trapping may occur). (H) The
process of Ueda et al. (37), in which extremely long DNA molecules move along the field
direction, but local clumps form every 5 µm or so.
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Therefore, smaller fragments elute first. It is not yet clear whether this new method
will turn out to be useful.

1.4. End-Labeled Free Solution Electrophoresis (ELFSE)
The need to use a sieving medium is a CE “dogma” motivated by the free-draining

properties of DNA (see Subheading 1.1.). Unfortunately, loading a viscous sieving
medium in a capillary is no easy matter. In Subheading 1.3., we described an example
where one can get around this problem by exploiting local ionic gradients. Although
many suggestions were made to directly alter the DNA free-draining properties, no
data was available until the first separation of long ssDNA molecules in free solution
was first reported in 1997 (6). The idea here is to label one end of the DNA fragments
with a neutral object which provides extra friction but no charge (Fig. 2B), hence the
name end-labeled free solution electrophoresis (ELFSE). Because this affects only the
denominator of the ratio µ=Q/ξ, the mobility µ becomes size-dependent and size sepa-
ration becomes possible. In most cases, the mobility µ of the end-labeled DNA frag-
ment is given by:

µ(M)/µ0 = 1/(1 + α/M)

for which, µ0 is the free mobility of DNA and α is the label’s friction coefficient
(relative to the friction coefficient of one DNA monomer). Analyzing data to find α
using this relationship is trivial. The label must be quite mono-disperse in order to
obtain sharp peaks. More importantly however, since this equation predicts poor peak
spacing when M>>α, large labels are required even for sequencing applications (see
Note 1). The only label currently known is streptavidin, which is easily attached to
DNA primers; however with α=30, it is too small to provide truly competitive results
(7). The future of this technique will depend on our ability at designing labels for
specific applications.

1.5. Trapping Electrophoresis (TE)
Ulanovsky, Drouin, and Gilbert (8) attempted to separate streptavidin end-labeled

DNA (S-DNA) molecules in polyacrylamide gels 7 yr before the advent of ELFSE.
The idea behind the trapping electrophoresis (TE) concept is that the S-DNA molecule
may become sterically trapped after its unlabeled, leading end enters a pore whose
radius (a) is smaller than that (Rs) of the label (Fig. 2C). The electric force pulling on
the S-DNA molecule then keeps it trapped in this state until a thermally activated
backward “jump” makes the leading head of the DNA disengage from the narrow
pore and choose a different, wider path. Because the depth of the trap is related to the
electric force QE~ME pulling on the molecule, larger DNA fragments should be
more severely trapped than shorter ones. Experimentally, one does indeed observe a
very abrupt (exponential) decrease of the mobility beyond a certain critical molecular
size MTE~E–2/3. Initially, TE seemed to be a promising alternative to normal gel siev-
ing electrophoresis. However, it was shown both experimentally (9) and theoretically
(10) that the distribution of detrapping times was so wide that the resulting diffusion
coefficient made it impossible to exploit the amazingly large inter-peak spacing. This
is quite unfortunate, since TE actually kills the famous plateau regime that restricts the
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usefulness of gel electrophoresis to small DNA sizes (see Subheading 1.8.)! Pulsed
fields were used initially to modulate TE, but with limited success. More recently,
Griess and Serwer (11) designed a ratchet separation process based on TE and special
pulsed fields. In this case, a delicate balance between the TE of labeled DNA mol-
ecules and the field-dependent mobility of unlabeled DNA molecules leads to remark-
able separations where these two different types of molecules move in opposite
directions (12)!

1.6. Separation of DNAs in Dilute Polymer Solutions
Because DNA is free-draining, dense polymer matrices are normally used to sieve

DNA molecules according to their molecular size. However, Barron et al. (13) have
discovered that even ultra-dilute polymer solutions (whose concentration C can be two
orders of magnitude below their entanglement threshold C*!) can give rapid separa-
tion of dsDNA in uncoated capillaries. In essence, this surprising new and unexpected
mechanism is like a stochastic ELFSE process, where the migrating DNA fragment
collides with and captures free polymer coils which then act as drag-labels (Fig. 2D).
Although the association between the two polymers is temporary, the hydrodynamic
resistance of the captured polymers does reduce the mean velocity of the DNAs.

The theoretical basis of this new process is still immature. Given the average num-
ber (n) of polymer chains dragged by the DNA fragment at any given time, we can
distinguish between two limits: n>1 (the ultra-dilute regime), and n<1 (the hyper-
dilute regime). In the latter regime, the DNA molecule migrates freely most of the
time, but sometimes drags along one polymer chain; this is expected to be less effi-
cient since the total drag force exerted by the polymers is fairly small, whereas the
large velocity fluctuations should lead to broader peaks. The n>1 regime was studied
by Hubert et al. (14). The value of n is the product of the polymer number concentra-
tion (C) and the volume vτS scanned by the DNA during the lifetime (τ) of a DNA-
polymer contact, i.e., n=τvCS, where S is the collision cross-section and v is the DNA
velocity. The mean velocity v is the ratio of the electric force pulling the DNA to the
total friction (including the drag of the n neutral polymers). Using several assumptions
about S, the lifetimes τ and the various drag forces, Hubert et al. (14) obtained:

µ(C,M) = µ0 ×
1

1 +
γC

1 + b/M

for which, γ and b are constants that depend on the contour length of the sieving
polymer. This relation could explain the original data of Barron et al. (13) in the limit
of small polymer molecules, however many other sieving regimes cannot be described
by this theory. Therefore, there is room for more theoretical development of this phe-
nomenon, whereas video-microscopy of migrating DNA will be helpful in providing
practical experimental data for the further development of a theoretical understanding
of the process.

Current empirical and theoretical knowledge indicate that longer DNA molecules
can only be resolved using longer sieving polymers, probably because the relaxation
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(or escape) times of the two molecules must be close for optimal resolution. If a mix-
ture of both low and high molecular weight polymers is used as the sieving media, the
size range of the DNA separation can be increased (15). Furthermore, stiffer polymers
improve the resolution of the elution peaks, because the larger radius-of-gyration of
the polymer molecules results in more collisions between the DNAs and the free poly-
mer coils.

DNA fragments up to 23 kb in size can be separated in less than 20 min, an enor-
mous improvement in speed compared to standard gel methods. Pulsed-field capillary
electrophoresis can apparently extend the range of dsDNA sizes up to several Mbp
long, which can be separated in ultra-dilute polymer solutions (16). The optimum sepa-
ration conditions for field inversion electrophoresis are not yet fully understood, but
simple pulse protocols appear to be effective. The relation between the pulse duration
and the polymer escape times τ now needs to be clarified.

1.7. Ogston Sieving in a Gel
The most common CE methods for DNA separations make use of sieving matrices,

either crosslinked gels, or entangled polymer solutions (Fig. 2E,F). The separation
mechanisms are similar in both cases, but are not identical. Considering the long his-
tory of gel electrophoresis, it is not surprising that the related theories are more advanced
than those relating specifically to polymer solutions. Subheadings 1.7.–1.9. review
the main theories of gel electrophoresis, whereas in Subheadings 1.10. and 1.11., we
discuss polymer solutions.

As explained in Subheading 1.1., random coil DNA fragments can be described by
a parameter, radius-of-gyration Rg~M1/2 in free solution (Fig. 1). In the limit, in which
the mean pore size â(C) of a gel of concentration C is larger than Rg, it is reasonable to
assume that for low field intensities the DNA fragment should migrate through the gel
much like an undeformed ball of radius Rg. That is, it should move along a percolating
path made of pores in the sieving matrix of size a>Rg. The net mobility must then be
related to the tortuosity of the path as well as to the DNA-gel fiber interactions
(Fig. 2G). This is the Ogston regime. The simplest model of such sieving assumes that
the ratio µ/µ0 is equal to the fraction f(Rg) of the gel volume that is made of pores of
size a≥Rg (17). Ogston (18) calculated that for a gel composed of long, noncrosslinked
and randomly orientated fibers, ln[f(Rg)] ≅ –(π/4)×[(Rg+r)/â]2, where r is the fiber
radius and â(C)~1/ C . Putting these several ideas together, we obtain the prediction:

ln(µ/µ0) = –K(M)C

in which, K(M) ~ (Rg+r)2 is the retardation factor. The Ferguson plot ln[µ/µ0] vs C
is often used for fundamental electrophoresis studies. Two microscopic parameters
can be estimated from this plot: the mean pore size â is approximately the size Rg of
the DNA coil for which ln[µ/µ0]=–1, while the fiber radius r is given by the extrapo-
lated value of Rg for which K=0 (see Fig. 3).

Our group has recently introduced a more microscopic model of Ogston sieving
that takes into account the exact gel structure (19). Although our results indicate that
the exponential function must be replaced by a series expansion of the form µ/µ0 = 1 –
b1C – b2C2 – …, we found that the latter series is also a function of the fundamental
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ratio [(Rg+r)/â]2; consequently, the data analysis method suggested by the Ogston
model remains useful to obtain semiquantitative information about the nature of the
gel. However, a high-field Ogston model is still missing from the theoretical armory
of researchers.

The Ogston regime normally provides excellent resolution. Yet, the model predicts
negligible mobilities when Rg> â(C). Experimentally, the mobility of large DNAs does
not decrease as fast as predicted by this model, rather the mobility even saturates for
very long DNAs (see Fig. 4), which is a result that certainly contradicts the assump-
tion that DNA molecules represent nondeformable coils (see Note 2).

1.8. Reptation in a Gel
When the radius-of-gyration Rg(M) of the DNA fragment is larger than the average

gel pore size â(C), the fragment must deform in order to migrate through the gel. Rigid
particles cannot deform, and thus could not migrate over the macroscopic distances
that DNA actually moves. Thus, a flexible DNA fragment actually finds its way
through the gel, like a snake through thick grass (see Fig. 2E). As originally proposed
by De Gennes for polymer melts, DNA is reptating in a tube of gel pores (20,21).

The theories related to this electrophoresis concept have evolved considerably over
the last 15 yr, and they currently represent our best tool for understanding the separa-
tion of long DNA molecules, at least when the electric field is not too high.

Figure 4 presents a schematic mobility-DNA size plot with all the different re-
gimes one might observe in a gel. Very useful is the concept of the effective mean pore
size Ma, defined as the molecular size of a DNA molecule for which Rg(Ma)= â.  The
Ogston sieving (see regime A, Subheading 1.7.) and entropic trapping (regime B,
Subheading 1.9.) are relevant when Rg ≤ â or M ≤ Ma.

One distinguishes between two DNA reptation regimes: (1) the reptation of random
coil fragments, which applies to small molecules Ma<M<M*(E); and (2) the reptation

Fig. 3. Data analysis according to the Ogston model. Main figure, semi-log (Ferguson) plot
of the relative mobility µ/µ0 vs the gel concentration C for a molecule of radius Rg. According
to this model, the decay should be linear (at least for low concentrations) with a slope –K.
The gel giving µ/µ0≅e–1 is believed to have a pore size â=Rg. Inset, a plot of the root of the
retardation factor K vs the molecular radius Rg. Extrapolating the straight line fit to K=0 gives
the gel fiber radius r.
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of longer fragments (M>M*) oriented along the field direction. In these two limits, the
biased reptation model predicts that the mobility of a fragment of size M in a field E
should scale according to (22–27):

(µ/µ0) ~ (1/[min{M,M*(E)}]) M>Ma

for which, the critical size M*(E)~E–δ, with 2≥δ>0. For small sizes M<M*, the 1/M
scaling law provides excellent separations, in agreement with experimental data. In
the opposite limit M>M*, size separation is impossible since the mobility plateaus at a
field-dependent value µ~1/M*~Eδ. Clearly, the molecular orientation that leads to the
latter effect is a major nuisance. This effect has been studied extensively, and it is due
to the fact that the external field biases the direction taken by the DNA-snake as it
migrates through the gel. Several pulsed-field methods can be used to circumvent this
problem (28); in essence, these methods recover some size separation beyond M* by
controlling the magnitude and/or the direction of the molecular orientation. The
reptation model also predicts a minimum in the mobility for M≅M* but not for M→∞
as previously proposed. Although this band inversion effect is observed, in practice it
plays a minor role (29).

To go beyond this simple relation, we must compare the mean pore size â to the
DNA persistence length p to see whether the gel is “tight” (p>â), or is not (p<â). In the
latter case, the reptation models predicts the following results:

(µ/µ0) ≅
(Ma/3M) M<M*

(ε/2) M>M*

Here, we used the reduced field intensity ε=ηâ 2µ0E/kBT<1, where kB is the
Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, and η the solvent viscosity (26). Note that

Fig. 4. A schematic diagram of µ/µ0 vs M, showing the various separation mechanisms that
one may observe when using gel electrophoresis. (A) Ogston sieving (see Subheading 1.7.),
(B) entropic trapping (see Subheading 1.9.), (C) reptation without orientation, (D) band inver-
sion, (E) the plateau mobility (see Subheadings 1.8. and 1.10.), and (F) very large DNA frag-
ments occasionally refuse to enter the gel.
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M*(E)/Ma≅1/ε and Ma~â2 in this situation. “Tight sieves” are discussed in Subhead-
ing 1.10., as they are often more relevant to polymer solutions. An easy way to ana-
lyze data is then to plot 3Mµ/µ0 vs size M (see Fig. 5), as this is the “reptation plot”
(30). The Ogston model predicts a curve with a positive slope and a negative curva-
ture, whereas the two reptation regimes both predict straight lines. In the case of
M<M*, the extrapolation of the line gives the characteristic size Ma, as shown in
Fig. 5, and sometimes some residual orientation (δ). The slope of the other line
(M>M*) gives the plateau mobility µ∞=ε/2. For discussion of the entropic trapping
(ET) regime, see Subheading 1.9.

Diffusion is often (but not always) an important contributor to band broadening. In
fact, the maximum performance achievable with a separation system is obtained when
peak sharpness is diffusion-limited. The reptation model predicts that the electric field
actually increases the rate at which diffusion broadens the peaks. This phenomenon
has been overlooked for a long time, and often still is! More precisely, it predicts the
three following diffusion regimes (31):

M–2E0 for M<M**

D ∞ M–1/2E1 for M**<M<M*

M0E3/2 for M>M*

in which, the new critical size M**~E–2/3. Tinland and colleagues (3) have recently
confirmed these predictions. This means that the Einstein relationship between the

Fig. 5. The reptation plot: 3 M µ/µ0 is plotted vs the DNA molecular size, M. At low field
intensity, the Ogston regime is followed by the entropic trapping (ET) regime; the maximum of
the curve then defines the effective entropic mean pore size MaET. At high fields, the Ogston
regime is followed by the two reptation regimes (without and with orientation, respectively).
Note that only the ET regime has a negative slope in this type of plot, which aids identification.
The molecular size M* indicates the presence of band inversion (see also Fig. 4). The extrapo-
lation of the straight line fit for the first reptation regime gives the effective reptation mean
pore size Ma. The slopes δ and 3µ∞ measure the field-driven molecular orientation in the two
reptation regimes.

{
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mobility and the diffusion coefficient is invalid during gel electrophoresis. The
enhanced peak dispersion is unique to the reptation process and must be taken into
account when optimizing a process.

These results point thus to an interesting conclusion regarding DNA sequencing.
Peak spacing start to diminish when M≅M*. However, peak broadening begins to
increase before that state, because M**<M*. Therefore, electric field-driven thermal
diffusion plays a major role in limiting our ability of sequencing DNA beyond about
1000 bases. This is the reason that pulsed fields are of little use for improving the
length of sequencing runs.

1.9. ET in a Gel

DNA is not a rigid ball, since it possesses internal entropy. Together, entropy and
Brownian motion of DNA molecules lead to random coil conformations in free solu-
tion (see Fig. 1). This entropy factor remains almost intact in the Ogston limit Rg<â,
although it is quite reduced in the reptation limit Rg>â. If the electric field is suffi-
ciently low and Rg≅â, the entropic forces actually dominate the dynamics of DNA
motion in the gel. In this intermediate case between the Ogston and reptation regimes
(see Fig. 4), the DNA coil tries to maximize its internal entropy by “hopping” between
voids of size a>Rg. However, narrow channels separate these voids and a DNA frag-
ment must lose entropy when it uses the narrow channels. In other words, high entropic
energy barriers separate the large voids (32). This hopping process is called “Entropic
Trapping” (ET). Computer simulations and experimental data show that in this situa-
tion µ(M)~1/M1+α, in which the exponent α≥0 is a measure of the strength of the
entropic effects (30). Reptation is recovered if α=0, while dense gels and weak fields
typically give 2>α>0 (30,33). The best way to identify ET occurring is through the
reptation plot (30), since it is the only regime with a negative slope (see Fig. 5) (see
Note 3). The ET regime is irrelevant in most experimental cases, since electric fields
higher than E≅30 V/cm are enough to overcome the entropic effects. In principle, ET
could be exploited to design novel separation methods, but no satisfactory system has
yet been built.

1.10. From Gels to Polymer Solutions

Entangled polymer solutions have great practical advantages over gels for most CE
applications. In principle, entangled polymers should behave like a gel as long as the
DNA residence time in a “pore” is long, compared to the lifetime of the pore itself.
This subtle point has recently been studied by Cottet, Gareil, and Viovy (34). Most of
the mechanisms present in gel electrophoresis also play a role in entangled polymer
solutions. The main problem actually is in defining the effective mean pore size, â.
Polymer solutions are made up of linear polymer molecules of molecular size Mp,
radius-of-gyration Rgp and concentration C. The group of Viovy has shown that the
so-called “blob size” used by polymer physicists is the relevant length scale for
describing the sieving properties of a polymer solution. This blob size is given by
â≅1.43 Rgp (C/C*)–3/4, whereas the entanglement concentration C*~Mp/(Rgp)3 (corre-
sponding to one polymer chain per volume Rgp

3) can be directly related to the intrinsic
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viscosity of the polymer solution (34–36). Examples of blob sizes and overlap concen-
trations C* for various sieving polymers are tabulated in (25,34).

If the polymer solution is not “tight,” i.e., if p<â, then reptation takes place as
described in Subheading 1.8. for gels, with the possible exception of the effect of
the lifetime of the entanglements (34). Alternatively, in a “tight” sieving solution (p>â;
note that this situation can also happen in a gel) the “head” of the reptating DNA mol-
ecule cannot easily change direction although migrating through the “gel” because of
the intrinsic stiffness of its backbone. In this case, one still has µ/µ0~ 1/min
{M,M*(E)}, but we now have three possible regimes when the ratio â/p decreases:
M*~1/E, 1/E2/5, and 1/E2. The M*~1/E2/5 regime has been observed by Viovy et al. (34–36).

In conclusion, polymer solutions are rather similar to gels for sieving purposes, and
data should be analyzed in a similar way. However, one should always be careful
because the sieving matrix has its own internal dynamics. The entropic trapping regime
has never been reported in polymer solutions, which is not surprising since the entropic
traps would have very short lifetimes (see Note 4).

1.11. Very Concentrated Polymer Solutions
Although DNA fragments can be separated using either unentangled (C<C*;

see Subheading 1.6.), or entangled (C>C*; see Subheadings 1.7.–1.10.) polymer
solutions, the separation of 0.1–10 Mbp fragments normally requires pulsed fields
(28). However, Ueda et al. (37) have recently shown the fast (in min) separation of
Saccharomyces pombe chromosomes (up to 5.7 Mbp) in C = 7% linear polyacryla-
mide solutions (C*≅0.7%), using DC fields! At such high polymer concentrations, the
average mesh size of the sieving matrix is â≅20 Å. This mesh size is much smaller
than the mean pore size of agarose (â≅2,000 Å), or of polyacrylamide (â≅200 Å) gels,
and is some 30X times smaller than the persistence length of dsDNA (p≅600 Å).
Clearly, the use of high polymer concentration solutions is a new separation mechanism!

These authors also show that the DNA fragments then migrate in an “I-shape” con-
formation that has several globular and immobile regions of high density (like lakes
connected by straits) separated by about 5 µm in their case (see Fig. 2H). Fraction-
ation is achieved when the average end-to-end distance becomes independent of the
field strength; in this case, the mobility increases like µ~E0.6. Obviously, DNA frag-
ments with contour lengths shorter than about 5 µm do not show the same type of
motion and the relevant mechanism must then be different.

This new mechanism is based on the formation of temporary “voids” in the concen-
trated polymer solution. The DNA fills (and probably enlarges) the unstable voids that
it encounters during its migration, and the resulting dynamics provides efficient size
separation. A theory of this new and exciting mechanism is yet to be derived. Interest-
ingly, high electric fields result in a better separation of the large DNA molecules with
this system, whereas low fields yield broad peaks.

2. Notes
1. When analyzing ELFSE experiments, one must make sure that EOF is negligible or that

its contribution (e.g., as measured with a marker) is subtracted from the apparent mobil-
ity. Plotting t(M)/t0 vs 1/M, where t(M) is the elution time of a labeled DNA fragment of
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size M and t0 is elution time of unlabeled DNA fragments, then gives a straight line with
a slope α, the effective friction coefficient of the label.

2. The scaling law Rg~M1/2 is valid only if the contour length Λ~M of the DNA fragment is
much larger than its persistence length p, we expect Rg~M in the opposite (rigid
rod) limit. The following Kratky-Porod equation gives the radius-of-gyration in the
general case:

R2
g = (Λp/3) × [1 – (3p/Λ) + 6(p/Λ)2 – 6(p/Λ)3 × (1 – e–Λ/P)]

However, this relation does not take into account excluded volume interactions.
3. The mean pore size Ma (which actually gives the molecular size of a DNA molecule

whose radius-of-gyration Rg(Ma) is equal to the mean pore size â) can be found from the
reptation plot, as shown in Fig. 5. The transition between the Ogston and entropic trap-
ping regimes, on the other hand, happens at a molecular size MaET. It is important to
realize that these two pore sizes measure different aspects of the gel randomness. In prac-
tice, MaET>Ma. Once Ma is found, the mean pore size â can be calculated using the Kratky-
Porod equation (see Note 2) with Rg= â and Λ=Mb, where b is the contour length of a
DNA monomer (one then needs to know the persistence length p). Moreover, the reptation
plot gives directly the reduced plateau mobility µ∞=ε/2, as shown.

4. The references (2,4,20,21,25–28,36,38–43) are useful review articles and book chapters
that we recommend for detailed examination.
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